Synthetic gene regulation circuits for control of cell expansion.
A major drawback in the analysis of primary cells and in regenerative sciences concerns the limited number and homogeneity of cells. This limitation could be overcome by in vitro cell expansion that retains the properties of the cell types of interest. However, for most primary differentiated cells the proliferation capacity is finite and/or proliferation is associated with dedifferentiation of cells. We have developed a flexible cell expansion strategy that allows strict and reliable control of cell proliferation. This system relies on synthetic gene modules that employ positive feedback loops based on Tetracycline control. These gene modules were constructed and transduced by lentiviral vectors. We succeeded in the generation of murine and importantly also of human endothelial cell lines. The key feature of the established cell lines is that their proliferation status can be strictly controlled while the expression of relevant markers is maintained. This strict control of proliferation was observed in cell clones and in cell pools and was even maintained when two independent immortalizing genes were simultaneously employed. Thus, this strategy is flexible, easy to handle, and reliable. Most importantly, it allows expansion of human cells with a primary-like phenotype.